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We investigate the imprint of reheating on the gravitational wave spectrum produced by self-
ordering of multi-component scalar fields after a global phase transition. The equation of state
of the Universe during reheating, which usually has different behaviour from that of a radiation-
dominated Universe, affects the evolution of gravitational waves through the Hubble expansion
term in the equations of motion. This gives rise to a different power-law behavior of frequency in
the gravitational wave spectrum. The reheating history is therefore imprinted in the shape of the
spectrum. We perform 5123 lattice simulations to investigate how the ordering scalar field reacts
to the change of the Hubble expansion and how the reheating effect arises in the spectrum. We
also compare the result with inflation-produced gravitational waves, which has a similar spectral
shape, and discuss whether it is possible to distinguish the origin between inflation and global phase
transition by detecting the shape with future direct detection gravitational wave experiments such
as DECIGO.
I. INTRODUCTION
Detection of gravitational waves is an exciting new observational frontier in astrophysics and cosmology. Ground-
based laser interferometric detectors of new generation, such as Advanced-LIGO [1], Advanced-VIRGO [2] and KA-
GRA [3], are currently under construction. They promise to yield new insights on many types of astrophysical events.
In future, satellite experiments such as eLISA [4, 5], DECIGO [6, 7] and BBO [8] would enable us to explore the
Universe with an unprecedented sensitivity at lower frequencies and provide a wealth of important information not
only for astronomy, but also for cosmology.
Thanks to the weak interactions with matter, gravitational waves offer a unique opportunity to directly observe the
earliest epochs of the Universe beyond the last scattering surface of photons. One interesting source of gravitational
waves in the early Universe is a scalar field whose non-vanishing expectation value breaks a global O(N) symmetry
[9]. After the phase transition, the self-ordering of the Goldstone modes continuously sources gravitational waves at
the horizon scale and produce a scale-invariant spectrum.
Such scale-invariant gravitational waves can be tested by various types of experiments at different frequency bands.
While ground-based direct detection experiments have sensitivity at ∼ 100Hz, space missions explore gravitational
waves at lower frequencies; eLISA will probe ∼ 10−3Hz; and DECIGO/BBO is designed to measure those at ∼
0.1 − 1Hz. There are also indirect means of observations such as B-mode polarization in the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) [10–14] and pulsar timing observations [15–18], which can probe gravitational waves at ∼ 10−18Hz
and ∼ 10−8Hz, respectively.
Several analytical and numerical studies have been conducted to estimate the amplitude of the gravitational wave
background from a global phase transition [19–22] and their results are mutually consistent in the large N limit.
The effects on CMB have also been studied in the literature, in terms of temperature and polarization anisotropies
[23–25], non-Gaussianity [27, 30] and spectral distortions [28]. The difference from the inflationary gravitational wave
background, which also has a nearly scale-invariant spectrum, has been studied in [29–31] focusing on the CMB
scale. Recently, the Planck satellite has placed an upper limit on the effective defect energy scale of global textures,
Gµ < 1.1 × 10−6 [32], where G is Newton’s constant. The energy scale µ is related with the vacuum expectation
value of the O(4) scalar fields, v, as µ = piv2. 1 In terms of v, the constraint is rewritten as v/mpl < 6 × 10−4
with mpl = G
−1/2 = 1.2 × 1019 GeV being the Planck scale. The contribution on the B-mode polarization signal
has also been studied motivated by the BICEP2 experiment [34, 35] and a slightly better constraint is obtained,
1 Note that the relation between µ and v is different from the Planck paper by a factor of 2, because we adopt a Lagrangian of real scalar
fields in this paper, while the Planck paper uses the Lagrangian of complex scalar fields. For details see the appendix in Ref. [33].
2Gµ < 7.3× 10−7 [36], which corresponds to v/mpl < 5× 10−4. Since the peak of the signal in the B-mode spectrum
arises at different scale, the constraint on gravitational waves from a global O(N) phase transition is weaker compared
to that of inflation.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the effect of reheating on the gravitational wave spectrum of a global
O(N) phase transition, and make a prediction for future direct detection experiments. It is known that the Hubble
expansion rate of the Universe makes difference in the power of generated gravitational waves [19, 31]. It also affects
the decline rate of the amplitude due to redshift after generation. After the phase transition, gravitational waves
are continuously generated as the random initial configuration of the scalar field is homogenized up to the Hubble
horizon scale at each epoch, and information of expansion rate is contained in the spectral amplitude of the mode.
In the ordinary scenario of reheating, the Universe is dominated by the coherently oscillating inflaton field with a
quadratic inflaton potential, which results in the same expansion rate as that of the matter-dominated Universe.
When reheating is completed, the Universe becomes radiation-dominated. Therefore, information on the transition
of the expansion rate at the end of reheating may be imprinted in the gravitational waves generated around the
completion of reheating. The corresponding frequency of the gravitational wave spectrum is related to the energy
scale of reheating.
A similar effect arises in the spectrum of the inflationary gravitational wave background. Interestingly, it has been
shown that the effect arises in the sensitivity range of DECIGO and BBO, if the energy scale of reheating, or similar
mechanism to yield a matter-dominated early Universe such as a late-time entropy production, is around 107GeV
[37–44]. The same would be expected in the case of a global O(N) phase transition, and could be explored by those
experiments.
In this paper, we perform lattice simulations to explicitly evaluate the effect of reheating on the gravitational wave
spectrum. While inflationary gravitational waves are generated when each mode crosses outside the Hubble horizon
during inflation, in the case of the O(N) phase transition, gravitational waves are sourced by the anisotropic stress of
the scalar field when the mode enters the horizon after the phase transition. Because of the difference in the generation
process, the effect of reheating arises in a different way. To obtain the gravitational wave spectrum, we follow the
evolution of both the scalar field and gravitational wave in a 3-dimensional lattice with changing the background
equation of state. Lattice simulations provide an accurate estimate including non-linear dynamics of the scalar field.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe background equations during reheating, and the
evolution equations of the scalar field and gravitational waves, used in the lattice simulations. In Sec. III, we show the
spectra obtained from our simulations. Then we discuss the differences between the spectrum from the O(N) phase
transition and that from inflation. Furthermore, we perform a Fisher matrix analysis and investigate whether we can
determine the reheating temperature by observing the reheating signature in the spectrum with future experiments
such as DECIGO and Ultimate DECIGO. We also discuss if we can determine the origin of the observed gravitational
wave background by measuring the small differences between inflation and O(N) phase transition origin. Section IV
is devoted to conclusion.
II. MODEL
In this section, we describe setup for our simulation. For the background, we assume the conventional reheating
scenario in which the inflaton energy is transferred to the radiation energy while the inflaton oscillates around the
bottom of its quadratic potential. The inflaton energy is the dominant component during the reheating phase and the
expansion rate is the same as the matter-dominated Universe. As the energy-transfer process proceeds, the Universe
becomes radiation-dominated.
Under this background, we consider a phase transition, where the global O(N) symmetry of a scalar field is broken
to O(N − 1). The field rolls down to the true vacuum when the symmetry is broken, and each causally disconnected
region of the Universe gets arbitrarily different directions of the field, which yields the spatial gradient of the field
on superhorizon scales. As the comoving Hubble horizon grows, previously causally disconnected regions come into
contact and the field moves to match the orientation, which is called self-ordering. The field releases gradient energy
as it relaxes and generates anisotropic stresses that source gravitational waves.
We consider the case where the symmetry breaking occurs well before the universe becomes radiation dominated,
so that the information on the transition from matter- to radiation-dominated phase is imprinted on the gravitational
wave spectrum.
3A. Background equations for the reheating process
We work in a spatially flat Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker background with the metric
ds2 = a2(τ)(−dτ2 + δijdxidxj), (1)
where τ denotes conformal time and a(τ) is the scale factor. For the reheating process, we assume a perturbative
decay of the inflaton field ϕ into radiation. Assuming that the inflaton potential U is approximated as U = m2ϕ2/2
during the oscillating phase, the equation for the energy density of the scalar field is given by
ρ′ϕ + 3Hρϕ = −aΓρϕ, (2)
where ρϕ = ϕ
′2/(2a2) + U , Γ is the decay rate of ϕ and the prime denotes the derivative with respect to τ . This has
an analytic solution ρϕ ∝ a−3 exp(−Γt), where t denotes cosmic time dt = adτ . Assuming that all the decay products
of the inflaton are rapidly thermalized, the energy conservation equation of radiation density reads
ρ′r + 4Hρr = aΓρϕ. (3)
The expansion rate of the Universe, H ≡ a′/a, is determined by the sum of the energy densities,
H2 = a
2
3M2pl
(ρϕ + ρr), (4)
where Mpl = (8piG)
−1/2 is the reduced Planck scale. We numerically solve these three equations, Eqs. (2) – (4), to
calculate the Hubble expansion rate in our simulation, although they admit the following analytic solution
ρφ(t) = ρφ(ti)
[
a(t)
a(ti)
]
−3
e−Γ(t−ti) (5)
ρr(t) = Γ
∫ t
ti
[
a(t)
a(t′)
]
−3
ρφ(t
′)dt′, (6)
which is valid if ρr(ti) is negligible. For ti ≪ t≪ Γ−1 (6) can be expressed as
ρr(t) =
3
5
Γt
[
a(t)
a(ti)
]
−3
ρφ(ti) ∼= 6
5
ΓHM2pl, (7)
with H = H/a. The temperature of the Universe is therefore given by
T =
(
30
pi2g∗
ρr
) 1
4
≃
(
36
pi2g∗
ΓHM2pl
) 1
4
, (8)
where g∗ is the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom. The universe becomes radiation dominant at
t ≃ Γ−1. The temperature at this time, the reheating temperature, is determined using this relation as
TRH ≃
(
10
pi2g∗
) 1
4
(MplΓ)
1
2 . (9)
B. Global O(N) symmetric scalar field model
We consider an N-component real scalar field Φ = (φ1, φ2, ..., φa, ..., φN ) with a Lagrangian
L (Φ) = −1
2
(∂µΦ)
T (∂µΦ)− Veff(Φ, T ), (10)
with a temperature-dependent effective potential [45]
Veff(Φ, T ) =
λ
2
(Φ2 − v2)2 + λ
3
T 2Φ2, (11)
4where Φ2 =
∑
a φ
2
a, λ is the dimensionless self-coupling of Φ, and v is the magnitude of the vacuum expectation value
in the true vacuum. Throughout the paper, we take λ = 1. The symmetry is broken below the critical temperature
Tc =
√
3v. After symmetry breaking, the scalar field acquires a vacuum expectation value and satisfies Φ2 = v2.
The equations of motion for each component of the scalar field is given by
φ′′a(τ,x) + 2Hφ′a(τ,x)−∇2φa(τ,x) = −a2
∂Veff
∂φa
. (12)
In order to set the initial condition without ambiguities we assume that the symmetry is restored by high-temperature
effects after inflation characterized by (8) and start simulations from a symmetric state. To realize the initial condition,
we generate zero-mean Gaussian random values for φ˜a(t0,k) and
˙˜
φa(t0,k) on a discrete grid in the Fourier space with
the variance [45, 46],
〈|φ˜a(t0,k)|2〉 = V P (τ0, |k|), 〈| ˙˜φa(t0,k)|2〉 = V Q(τ0, |k|), (13)
with
P (τ, k) =
1
ωk
1
eβTωk − 1 , Q(τ, k) =
ωk
eβTωk − 1 , (14)
where ωk =
√
k2 +m2 with m2 = d2Veff/dΦ
2|Φ=0 being the effective mass of the scalar field, βT = 1/T and V = L3 is
the comoving volume of the simulation box. Note that here we use the proper time t instead of τ and the dot denotes
the derivative with respect to t. Then, transforming φ˜a and
˙˜
φa to the real space, φa(τ0,x) and φ˙a(τ0,x) have the
desired thermal distribution.
C. Gravitational waves
Gravitational waves are represented by a transverse-traceless gauge-invariant metric perturbation, hij , in a Fried-
mann Robertson-Walker background.
ds2 = a2(τ)
[−dτ2 + (δij + hij)dxidxj] , (15)
where hij satisfies h
ij
,j = h
i
i = 0. Expanding the Einstein equations to first order in hij , we obtain the equation of
motion
h′′ij(τ,x) + 2Hh′ij(τ,x)−∇2hij(τ,x) =
2
M2pl
ΠTTij (τ,x), (16)
where the source term, ΠTTij (τ,x) is the transverse-traceless projection of the anisotropic stress tensor,
Πij(τ,x) =
∑
a
[
∂iφa(τ,x)∂jφa(τ,x)− 1
3
δij∂kφa(τ,x)∂
kφa(τ,x)
]
. (17)
The transverse-traceless part is obtained by applying the projection operator in the momentum space
ΠTTij (τ,k) = Λij,kℓ(kˆ)Πkℓ(τ,k) = Λij,kℓ(kˆ)
∑
a
{∂kφa∂ℓφa}(τ,k), (18)
with
Λij,kℓ(kˆ) = Pik(kˆ)Pjℓ(kˆ)− 1
2
Pij(kˆ)Pkℓ(kˆ), (19)
Pij(kˆ) = δij − kˆikˆj , (20)
where {∂kφa∂ℓφa}(τ,k) denotes the Fourier transform of ∂kφa(τ,x)∂ℓφa(τ,x) and kˆ = k/k [47].
5III. LATTICE SIMULATION
A. Set up
In order to calculate the gravitational wave spectrum, we perform lattice simulations by numerically evolving the
scalar field and gravitational wave on a discrete lattice. Introducing new variables ψa and χij defined as φa = ψa/a
and hij = Λij,kℓχkℓ/a, we solve the following equations
ψ′′a (τ,x)−
a′′
a
ψa(τ,x)−∇2ψa(τ,x) = −2λa2
(
Φ2 − v2 + T
2
3
)
ψa(τ,x), (21)
χ′′ij(τ,x)−
a′′
a
χij(τ,x)−∇2χij(τ,x) = 2
M2pla
∑
a
[∂iψa(τ,x)∂jψa(τ,x)] . (22)
The energy density of the gravitational waves is given by
ρGW(τ) =
M2pl
4a2
〈h′ij(τ,x)h′ij(τ,x)〉V =
M2pl
4a4
1
V
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
[Λij,kl(kˆ)χ
′
kl(τ,k)]
2, (23)
where 〈· · · 〉V represents the average over the spatial volume and χij(τ,k) is the Fourier transform of χij(τ,x). It is
commonly parameterized by the dimensionless density parameter per logarithmic frequency interval,
ΩGW(k) ≡ 1
ρc
dρGW
d log k
, (24)
where ρc is the critical density of the Universe, ρc = 3M
2
plH2/a2. By substituting Eq. (23) into (24), we obtain
ΩGW(k, τ) =
k3
96pi3H2a2V
∫
dΩχ′ij(τ,k)χ
′∗
ij(τ,k), (25)
where dΩ is the integral over the solid angle. Using ρrad ∝ g−1/3∗ a−4 and ρGW ∝ a−4, the energy spectrum at the
present time is related to that at the end of simulation as
ΩGW,0(k) = Ωrad,0
(
g∗,0
g∗,f
)1/3
ΩGW,f(k), (26)
in the plateau region where gravitational waves are generated after the entropy production from the inflaton has
been terminated. Here the subscript 0 denotes the value at the present time and f denotes the value at the end of
simulation. Using entropy conservation, g∗T
3 ∝ a−3, the physical wavenumber at the end of simulation kphys,f is
related to the frequency today as
f0 =
kphys,f
2pi
af
a0
=
kphys,f
2pi
(
g∗,0
g∗,f
)1/3(
T0
Tf
)
. (27)
We perform simulations with 5123 lattices assuming v = 9× 10−4mpl, g∗,f = 1000 and Γ = 0.2v, which corresponds
to TRH = 2.2 × 1016GeV. The simulation starts before the phase transition. We take the initial scale factor to be
ainit = 1 and the initial Hubble size to be Hinit = 1.1v, which relates to the conformal time as τinit = 2/Hinit = 1.8/v.
The simulation stops when the comoving Hubble radius becomes a half of the box size, H−1end = L/2. Then the result
is converted to the present value using Eqs. (26) and (27) with g∗,0 = 3.36, Ωrad,0h
2 = 4.15× 10−5 and T0 = 2.725K,
where h = 0.7 is the reduced Hubble parameter.
Note that we take a value of v larger than the current CMB constraint and a nonstandard value of g∗ in our
simulations. Furthermore the initial value of the Hubble parameter at the beginning of simulations also exceeds
the constraints on the Hubble parameter imposed by the tensor perturbations generated during standard inflation,
although we can evade such a constraint if we adopt an inflation model in which the null energy condition is violated
[48]. The reason why we choose such nonstandard values of v an g∗ is that, for small values of v and g∗, gravitational
waves generated by self-ordering scalar fields after the phase transition are contaminated by those generated from the
thermal fluctuations of the scalar fields before the transition. In order to suppress this contamination and focus on the
effect from reheating, we use relatively large values of v and g∗. In fact, large v enhances the power of gravitational
wave spectrum from self-ordering with the dependence of ΩGW ∝ v4, and large g∗ reduces the initial temperature and
gives smaller thermal fluctuations before the phase transition (see Eqs. (8) and (14) for the temperature dependence
of the thermal fluctuations).
Once simulations with such parameters are performed we can obtain results with other parameter values using the
above mentioned scaling law ΩGW ∝ v4 as well as other scaling discussed below.
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FIG. 1: The gravitational wave spectrum shown in terms of the present gravitational frequency f0[Hz]. Time evolution is shown
from bottom to top. The number of the field component is N = 4. The decay rate is taken to be Γ = 0.2v, which corresponds
to TRH = 2.2× 10
16GeV.
B. Results
Figure 1 shows time evolution of the gravitational wave spectrum. We see that higher-frequency modes come inside
the horizon earlier and the gravitational wave is generated soon after the mode comes into the horizon. The modes
outside the horizon have frequency dependence of f3, which matches the analytical prediction of Refs. [19, 25]. Note
that the f3 dependence remains in the final spectrum at the lowest frequencies, since we stop the simulation when
the Hubble radius becomes half the box size. However, if we could trace the time evolution longer, the f0 dependence
would continue toward the lower frequencies. For the modes inside the horizon at the end of simulation, we see the
frequency dependence of the spectrum changes from f−2 to f0 because of the transition from the matter-dominated
to the radiation-dominated phase.
The bump seen at the highest frequencies in the final regime of the simulation is an artifact due to the finite
resolution (see also Fig. 2). Gravitational waves are not produced if the mode is already inside the horizon at the
time of the phase transition. In Fig. 2, we show spectra for smaller box sizes which give a better resolution. We
confirm that the spectrum represented in red keeps the initial shape and thus damps exponentially at high frequencies
where the bumps appear in the computations with a worse resolution (blue and green).
Figure 3 shows the spectra in the case with different numbers of the scalar field components. Note that the vertical
axis is the power multiplied by N . The amplitude of the spectrum has the same dependence with the analytical
prediction ΩGW ∝ 1/N [19, 25] for large N . Contrarily, we find the extra power for small N , which would imply the
breakdown of the large N approximation used in the analytical predictions. This point has been studied in Ref. [22]
and our result is consistent with them.
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FIG. 2: The gravitational wave spectra for different simulation box sizes. The number of the field component is fixed to be
N = 4.
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FIG. 3: The gravitational wave spectra for different values of N . The vertical axis is multiplied by N to test the analytically
predicted dependence of ΩGW ∝ 1/N .
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FIG. 4: The gravitational wave background spectra compared with that from inflation. The red solid lines represent the case of
N = 4 and the green dashed lines represent N = 8, while blue dotted lines are the spectra from inflation calculated assuming the
same reheating temperature. The decay rate is taken to be Γ = 0.2v for all cases, which corresponds to TRH = 2.2× 10
16GeV.
For the spectra of O(N) phase transition, we show the averaged values of 20 realizations of simulations with a large box size
L = 45τini and a small box size L = 12.25τini. For the inflationary gravitational waves, we assume no tilt of the spectrum and
the amplitude is tuned to be the same as that of O(N) phase transition spectra at the frequencies where the spectrum has the
f0 dependence. We also show the fitting function, given by Eqs. (28) and (30).
C. Comparison with inflationary gravitational wave spectrum
In Fig. 4, we compare the spectrum with that from inflation. For the spectrum from the O(N) phase transition, we
show the spectrum obtained by averaging over 20 realizations of simulation for each combination of parameters. As
explained before, the damping of the power seen at the low frequencies is because of the limitation in the simulation
time. The f0 dependence therefore should continue to the lower frequencies. For the spectrum from inflation, we
normalized the amplitude at low frequencies and take the value to be the same as the case of the O(N) phase transition
for comparison. We also assume the same reheating temperature for both cases.
Comparing the two spectra, we find that there is a difference in the position of the spectral bend. This is because
gravitational waves are continuously generated even after the inward horizon crossing until each k mode of scalar field
fluctuations is homogenized. We also find that the sharpness of the transition from f−2 to f0 is slightly different
around the bend.
Let us introduce a fitting formula to describe the shape of the spectrum caused by reheating and approximate the
spectrum as
ΩGW(f) = ΩGW,AT
2(xR), (28)
where ΩGW,A is the normalization of the spectral amplitude and T
2(xR) is the transfer function which describes the
transition from f0 to f−2. For inflation, the transfer function has been found as [49]
T 2inflation(xR) =
(
1− 0.22x1.5R + 0.65x2R
)−1
, (29)
where xR = f/fR and fR = 0.26 (g∗s(TR)/106.75)
1/6 (
TR/10
7 GeV
)
Hz. For the O(N) phase transition, we find that
the spectrum is well described by the transfer function
T 2O(N)(xR′ ) =
(
1− 0.6x1.5R′ + 0.65x2R′
)−1
, (30)
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FIG. 5: Comparison with the sensitivity curves of future experiments. Gravitational wave spectra are plotted for different
reheating temperatures and different values of v with g∗ = 106.75. Here we use the result of N = 4.
with xR′ = f/(1.7fR). Note the factor 1.7 in front of fR in the definition of xR′ represents the difference in the position
of the spectral bend. If we tried to determine the reheating temperature by the spectral bend without knowing the
origin of gravitational waves, we might make a wrong measurement deviated from the true value by 70%. Note also
that the coefficient of the second term in the transfer function is changed from 0.22 to 0.6, which is a parameter to
determine the sharpness of the spectral transition2. In Fig. 4, we also show the comparison between the simulation
results and the spectra generated using the fitting formula.
D. Detectability in future experiments
Let us discuss the detectability of the reheating signature by future direct detection experiments. So far, we have
shown the case with an unrealistically high reheating temperature TRH = 2.2× 1016GeV due to the limitation of the
simulation time and resolution. For lower reheating temperatures, although we cannot follow the whole evolution
of the scalar field from the phase transition to the completion of reheating, the gravitational wave spectrum can be
rescaled by just changing the frequency by f0 ∝ g1/6∗ TRH for different reheating temperatures [37, 40]. Also, for
different values of vacuum expectation value of the scalar field, the amplitude scales as ΩGW ∝ v4 [19, 25].
Using the dependence on TRH and v, we show the spectra for different reheating temperatures and different vacuum
expectation values in Fig. 5, comparing with the sensitivity curves of the future satellite-type experiments such as
DECIGO [7], BBO [8] and Ultimate DECIGO [6] (calculated assuming 10-year observation time). The noise curve
titled as FP-DECIGO (Fabry-Pe´rot-type DECIGO) is the upgraded version from the original FP-DECIGO, whose
sensitivity is improved about three times to remove all the foreground contamination from neutron star binaries [50].
Ultimate-DECIGO is the experiment which has the ideal sensitivity limited only by quantum noises.
In Fig. 6, we show how accurately the reheating temperature can be determined when the spectral shape of
reheating is measured by the future experiments. We calculate Fisher matrices using the parameterization of Eq. (28)
and estimate the expected errors on both ΩGW,A and TRH assuming the noise designs of FP-DECIGO and Ultimate-
DECIGO. In the calculation, we do not use the information in f < 0.1Hz, which may be contaminated by foreground
2 Strictly speaking, the transfer function has a weak dependence on N . For example, this parameter takes 0.6 for N = 4 but is closer to
0.7 for N = 8.
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FIG. 6: The marginalized 1σ uncertainty in TRH as a function of TRH for upgraded FP-DECIGO (left panel) and Ultimate
DECIGO (right panel). The red solid line represents the case of O(N) phase transition and the green dashed line shows the
case of inflation. The case with ΩGW,A = 2× 10
−16 at the plateau region is shown for illustration, but the vertical axis simply
scales as σTRH ∝ Ω
−1
GW,A.
noise from white dwarf binaries. For the details of the calculation method of the Fisher matrix and the noise curves,
see Ref. [51].
The curves shown in the figures are the 1σ errors on TRH marginalized over the other parameter ΩGW,A. Within the
range of TRH where σTRH/TRH < 1, one may expect that the reheating temperature can be determined with a certain
level of accuracy. We also show the case of inflation for comparison. For inflationary gravitational waves, we find that
FP-DECIGO is the most sensitive at TRH ∼ 107GeV, 3 while it has a better sensitivity at slightly lower reheating
temperature in the case of the O(N) phase transition. This is because the position of the spectral bend is different
depending on the origin, as has been seen in Fig. 4. This difference would cause an overestimate/underestimate of
the reheating temperature by a factor of 1.7, if one estimates the reheating temperature with assuming an incorrect
origin of the gravitational wave background.
Finally, we discuss whether it is possible to distinguish the gravitational wave background of the O(N) phase
transition from that of inflation. As seen in Eqs. (29) and (30), both of the transfer functions have the form of
T 2(xR) = (1−Bx1.5R +0.65x2R)−1. The difference of origin arises in the coefficient of the second term B, which is 0.22
for inflation and about 0.6 for O(N) phase transition. Therefore this parameter may help us to identify the origin of
the observed gravitational waves if the value is precisely measured. Here, we perform the Fisher analysis by adding B
as an additional free parameter. In Fig. 7, we show the expected 1σ error on B marginalized over ΩGW,A and TRH.
The fiducial value of B is taken as 0.6. We see the error on B becomes smaller for larger normalization amplitude
ΩGW,A, because it corresponds to signal detection with a high signal-to-noise ratio. Since we need to measure the
difference between B = 0.22 and 0.6, we may expect to specify the origin if B is determined with the accuracy of
σB < 0.1. To achieve this accuracy, in the case where the reheating temperature is TRH = 10
7GeV, the amplitude
of the gravitational wave should be larger than ΩGW,A = 8 × 10−15 for FP-DECIGO, and ΩGW,A = 6 × 10−18 for
Ultimate DECIGO.
3 Note that the sensitive frequency range for inflation is slightly different from the results in Ref. [51]. This is because we assume different
value of g∗ and also because we neglect the tilt of the spectrum in this paper.
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FIG. 7: The marginalized 1σ uncertainty in the coefficient of the second term in the transfer function B, which would enable
us to discriminate the origin of the gravitational wave background if σB < 0.1. We show the result as a function of the
normalization amplitude ΩGW,A for upgraded FP-DECIGO (left panel) and Ultimate DECIGO (right panel). Three lines
represent different fiducial values of TRH.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have investigated how the effect of reheating appears in the gravitational wave background spectrum of the global
O(N) phase transition. Using numerical lattice simulations, we showed the power-law dependence of the spectrum
changes from f−2 to f0, which is an imprint of the change of the Hubble expansion rate from inflaton-oscillation
dominated to radiation dominated regimes at the end of reheating. We also compared our result with the spectrum
of inflation-produced gravitational waves and found differences in the position of the reheating signature and in the
shape of the spectrum. By introducing a fitting function of the spectral shape, we performed a Fisher analysis to
discuss whether one can determine the reheating temperature by detecting the gravitational waves from the O(N)
phase transition with future experiments. We have also investigated whether one can distinguish the origin between
O(N) phase transition and inflation by detecting the small difference in the spectral shape alone.
Observation of gravitational wave provides a unique opportunity to probe the very early epoch of the Universe.
Inflation is one of the strong candidates as a generation mechanism of gravitational waves in the early Universe, which
could be used as a tool to extract information on the thermal history after inflation. At the same time, we should
always keep in mind that there may be alternative ways to probe it using gravitational waves from different origins.
The change of the Hubble expansion rate in general affects the evolution of gravitational waves through the Hubble
expansion term in the evolution equation. Gravitational waves from a global O(N) phase transition is a good example
which clearly contains the effect in its scale-invariant spectrum. Although this paper has focused on the effect under
the background of the conventional reheating model, it could be used to test any type of mechanism in the early
Universe which induces a different behavior of the Hubble expansion rate.
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